Bitcoins AND Blockchains: Murphy’s Law Waiting to Happen
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Murphy’s Law: Whatever can go wrong, will.

Bitcoins (we’ll use this word to mean cryptocurrencies generally, for duosyllabic convenience and to
annoy crypto-pedants) have been touted as the money of tomorrow. In the Bitcoin alternate reality, you
own cryptocurrencies through a digital address (like a bank account number) and a private key (like an
unforgeable signature).

Most sober observers agree that cryptocurrency could never serve as money (for one, the supply of
cryptocurrencies is unlimited), but feel obliged to acknowledge that blockchain technology is somewhere
between “promising” and “transformative”.

Really?

To simplify a very complex mechanism: Blockchains carry information in packets; data is repeated as
well as spread around. When a private key is used, its validity is “vetted” by third parties solving complex
mathematical problems by trial and error.

What practical advantage do blockchains provide over conventional record-keeping? And, suspending our
other reasons for disbelief, in what way is cryptocurrency better than old money like dollars and euros?
The answer to both questions is invariably “security”: Combined with public-private key encryption,
blockchain balances and records can’t be stolen or tampered with.

But it just isn’t so. The blockchain process is riddled with excessive system complexity, practical

vulnerabilities, and utter lack of “robustness” (the ability to recover from accidents, human errors, or
unforeseen events).

Blockchain/Cryptocurrency Address or Private Key Lost. With government-insured bank accounts, if
you can prove your identity, your deposit is there. With blockchains, ownership or control vests solely
through your address and private key. Together, that’s about 100 alphanumeric characters. If you lose
either, all your blockchain records, cryptocurrencies included, are forever inaccessible. Keep the
address/key on your computer? It might crash or be hacked. A thumb-drive is probably your best choice,
but if it’s mislaid or corrupted - finito. Keep a backup? Now you have two things to guard from thieving
hands. Welcome to the “security” of blockchains.

Exchange Hacked. Instead of handling crypto-money directly, you might work through an exchange
(like a stockbroker or bank, but almost surely less trustworthy), which issues you a “wallet” to effortlessly
buy or sell various cryptocurrencies. But now your private keys are recorded somewhere in the exchange.
If it’s hacked, you could be cleaned out. It’s already happened; Mt. Gox and Coincheck together lost
about US$ 1 Billion.

If your bank account is hacked, you can show it wasn’t you; the bank will make good. No such “save” is
possible with Bitcoins; once you lose them (through hacking, inputting an incorrect destination address,
or diverse other ways) they’re lost forever.

Blockchain/Cryptocurrency Keys Compromised at Source. Most people get their addresses and keys
from any of several helpful websites that do this for free, just because they like you. Exactly how sure are
you that the site didn’t keep a record of both your address and your key?

Itchy-fingered Heirs and Avaricious Roommates. If you manage your crypto-money directly, you need
to give your heirs access to your private key, right? Hope they don’t pull a midnight raid while you’re still
alive.

And if your lover/roommate/janitor uses spyware to determine your device password and cryptocurrency
key, you could lose everything and never know whodunit.

Who Will Guard the Guardians? Suppose that blockchains are employed to keep important records.
How many people should hold the key? “One”? Better hope she’s immortal and incorruptible, and lives
inside the vault at Fort Knox. “Greater than One”? You are merely multiplying your vulnerabilities.

Every possible “patch” or “fail-safe” just gives rise to other risks, or puts you in the same effective datasecurity situation as any conventional record-keeping system. Once you work through the logic tree, there
is no palatable answer to this simple question applicable to any blockchain intended for general recordkeeping.

Virus Infects the Blockchain. Are blockchains truly immune to viruses? A lot of very smart hackers are
working on the matter. Stay tuned.

The Validation System Collapses. Blockchain/cryptocurrency transactions must be validated by third
parties, called “miners”, using powerful computers guzzling electricity. The average transaction
validation now consumes an estimated 800 kwh, costing about US$70 in China, triple in Western Europe.
That’s for each transaction. Many miners work on the same transaction, but only the first to finish gets
paid, in a combination of new cryptocurrency and fees charged the sender.

This framework is a scaffolding waiting to collapse. Cryptocurrency mining could become unprofitable

(because there are no more free coins to issue, and people are unwilling to pay rising direct fees) and
simply stop. Or governments could finally realize that 800 kwh is a lot of energy to waste, when a bank
could process an old-money auto-payment or cable remittance for a penny’s-worth of electricity, or a
filing clerk could keep a record for not much more cost. Solution? Simply prohibit this ecologicallyirresponsible activity, whose only beneficiaries, so far, are speculators and criminals. China already did
exactly this. Once other subsidized-electricity countries figure out why, they might follow.

If a country or company did choose to store its vital records on a form of blockchain, who would do the
mining? Since there are no free cryptocurrencies to issue, would the country or company be happy to pay
whatever 800 kwh costs, each and every time it paid a bill or recorded a birth? Even if the costs were cut
a hundredfold by drastic improvements in the validation procedure, 70 cents per record entry can add up
fast.

The 51% Attack. Blockchains are supposedly unhackable because multiple records are “polled”. If you
tamper with one’s records, the others will out-vote you. But mining is increasingly investment-intensive;
smaller players with weaker computers have been eliminated. Someday a small group of miners acting in
collusion might be processing over 51% of the work. Then they would be able to cook the blockchain
books. The crypto-faithful pooh-pooh this scenario, but do you really want to bet your life savings, vital
national records, and the world economy against it?

Kidnapping 201. Don’t believe the movies. To move largish amounts from your normal bank, you need
to sign a check, or visit in person. The system protects you by its very slowness.

In contrast, blockchain instructions go out instantly, cannot be rescinded, and when validated/executed are
non-reversible. Criminals will love it. Scenario: you own Bitcoins, or are your country’s Blockchain
Records-Keeper. One night thugs with masks and guns force their way into your home. Two kneecaps

and five minutes later, your life savings is lost forever, or your country’s most sensitive records have been
exposed on social media.

Because of this immanent possibility alone, it is inconceivable that blockchains/cryptocurrencies could
ever serve as money (never mind all their other failings), or for any form of sensitive record-keeping they’re just too vulnerable to simple low-tech coercion.

Blockchains are hailed by some as magical, but when you subject the prospective operating practicalities
to common-sense scrutiny, they turn out to be extremely convoluted and costly ways to perform functions
that are already efficiently performed, cheaply, by conventional banking and record-keeping. There are
several plausible scenarios under which a blockchain system could simply collapse. Finally, anyone
armed with a low-tech knife or gun can easily execute an end run around supposed high-tech blockchain
security.

We ignore Murphy’s Law at our peril.
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